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Introduction
The Ontario Catholic School Trustees’ Association (OCSTA) was founded in 1930. It
represents the 237 elected Catholic trustees who collectively serve on Ontario’s 29 Englishlanguage Catholic district school boards. Collectively, these school boards educate
approximately 550,000 students from junior kindergarten to grade 12 and adults in continuing
education programs province-wide and together share a deep commitment to “placing Christ
and teachings of the Catholic Church at the centre” of their students’ learning experiences.
Inspired by the Gospel, the Mission of the Ontario Catholic School Trustees’ Association is
to provide leadership, service and a provincial voice for Catholic school boards in promoting
and protecting Catholic education.
Annually, OCSTA submits a brief to the government with recommendations to improve the
structure of funding through the GSN. Recommendations are made on the basis that the
education funding system in Ontario must respond to four essential principles:
Equity: A funding formula must distribute education dollars equitably among all
Ontario school boards and their students;
Adequacy: The level of funding for education must be adequate to ensure quality
education for today’s students;
Autonomy/Flexibility: The model must allow school boards the autonomy and
flexibility in the spending they require to achieve the distinctive goals of their system,
and to meet local needs; and
Accountability: The educational funding model must include mechanisms that
ensure the appropriate degree of accountability for all parties and transparent
processes and reporting mechanisms to support efficient and effective use of
educational resources for students.
The recommendations contained in this year’s GSN brief are important issues to the 29
Catholic District School Boards in our province. In some cases, they represent on-going
concerns and in others describe recent priorities. We trust that the Minister of Education will
strongly consider our recommendations. As always, we would be pleased to meet with you
and/or representatives of the Ministry to discuss any of the following items in more detail.
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Catholic School Boards as Partners in Service Delivery (Partners in Excellence and Faith
Formation)
The OCSTA, on behalf of Catholic school boards, works closely with the Ministry of Education
to develop education programs, budgets and curriculum that supports the legislative and
regulatory requirements spelled out in the Education Act. We have enjoyed a positive working
relationship for many years with all stakeholders in the education sector, including all Ontario
political parties. Our school board trustees are the democratically elected representatives of the
Catholic school system with responsibilities for:







Establishing the education mission of the board;
Developing school board policies that promote and protect Catholic education;
Establishing and monitoring the Annual Budget;
Developing the Board’s Multi-Year Strategic Plan;
Hire Director of Education and other staff consistent with preferential hiring rights;
Promoting the constitutional right of Catholic school ratepayers to govern, manage and
control publicly funded Catholic schools.

Our member school boards design and deliver Christ centered education programs to students.
These boards are directly supported by 2.4 million Catholic ratepayers and have been an integral
part of the history and fabric of our province for over 175 years.

Financial Impacts on Boards Related to COVID-19
OCSTA acknowledges and appreciates the funding provided by the provincial government with
regard to COVID-19 and the unprecedented challenges throughout the pandemic. The additional
resources for tutoring, mental health supports, and other learning recovery programs will be key
to ensuring our students recover from the disruptions caused by the pandemic. Saying that, the
financial impacts on Catholic boards have been significant and will remain an ongoing challenge.
OCSTA welcomes the “Plan to Catch Up” that was announced in July 2022 and the support it
provides to students impacted by learning disruption. The $175 million for tutoring support, for
example, is critical for learning recovery initiatives that boards are delivering. However,
addressing learning disruptions caused by the pandemic requires a commitment to long-term,
multi-year funding. The learning recovery process and the mental health and well-being issues
facing students will require programs and services that extend well beyond one school year.
OCSTA Recommendation:


The Ministry of Education commit to a multi-year funding strategy for learning
recovery, faith formation and student mental health programs and services.
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Mental Health Supports
OCSTA acknowledges the government’s commitment to supporting student and staff mental
health and the additional investments in this critical area. For example, the summer special
education transition funds were very helpful and are required to be continued post-pandemic.
The funds were targeted to support students with special needs and helped to alleviate many of
the stresses associated with transitioning into different grades or schools. Summer funding as
well provided additional counselling and other supports to take place over the summer months,
rather than waiting for September to reconnect with students.
However, a key challenge facing many of our Catholic boards is finding qualified staff to
provide mental health supports. This reflects the general workforce shortage including the
education sector. Furthermore, boards in smaller and northern jurisdictions often rely on
community-based services to provide mental health services, but in many cases these agencies
have long wait lists and severe staff shortages.
The success of mental health programs/services and closing learning gaps requires a multi-year
approach and long-term funding not only within the education sector but across health care,
community and social service sectors.
OCSTA Recommendations:


That the Ministry of Education commit to a long-term funding approach to
supporting student and staff mental health services;



That the Ministry of Education coordinate with other ministries to conduct a
comprehensive review of staffing shortages;



That the Ministry of Education lead an intra-governmental team to better
coordinate services that involve health, community and social service agencies;

● That the Ministry of Education’s investments in School Mental Health Ontario
should continue. The resources produced by this agency are reaching the classroom
level and having an impact on well-being across all grades and subject areas;
● That the Ministry of Education fund Christian Meditation and other distinctly
Catholic programs in support of student well-being;
● That the Ministry of Education conduct a review of PPM 164 Requirements for
Remote Learning to address mental health and equity issues;
● That the Ministry of Education’s investments in The Kids Helpline should continue
as a key after-hours means of support for youth in crisis;
● That the Ministry of Education’s funding for psychoeducational assessments over
the summer should continue. These funds allowed for a targeted approach to
address backlogs of waiting lists in identified schools from low-income
neighbourhoods;
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● That the Ministry of Education continue to fund the mental health lead in each
school Board.

Efficiencies and Reducing Administrative Burden
Efficiencies at Catholic School Boards
Throughout their history, the OCSTA and our member boards have supported the objective of
providing public services as efficiently and effectively as possible. Catholic school boards
remain committed to being good and effective stewards of the resources available to them. They
continue to seek cost efficiencies in a number of areas including;
1.
2.
3.
4.

Student transportation;
Purchasing consortia;
Curriculum co-operatives including membership in the Institute for Catholic Education;
Ontario Education Services Corporation (OESC) provides a central repository for
resources and provides a host of services for school boards;
5. Ontario School Boards’ Insurance Exchange (OSBIE) is a school board owned, nonprofit insurance program, representing 78 school boards/school authorities.
These partnerships save Ontario taxpayers millions of dollars each year. The Auditor General
states that “school boards have been increasing their use of group purchasing arrangements to
acquire goods and services. We noted that the value of school board purchases acquired through
supplier agreements negotiated by the Ontario Education Collaborative Marketplace increased
from $10 million in 2010 to $112 million in 2016”. (2017 Annual Report, Chapter 3, section 3.12
p.615-616).
OCSTA strongly supports increasing flexibility and efficiencies within the GSN and reducing
overlap and duplication within the funding model. We applaud the Ministry in transferring five
Priorities and Partnerships Funding (PPF) allocations into the GSN as a means to reducing
administrative burdens boards experience. We support and strongly encourage further transfers
from PPF allocations into the GSN since the terms applying for PPF funding is onerous and time
consuming. For example, our member Catholic boards indicate that far too many
programs/initiatives are being funded through the administratively cumbersome Transfer
Payment Agreement structure that currently exists. The amount of time spent on submitting
applications, plans and budgets, mid-term qualitative and financial reports and finally submitting
final qualitative and financial reports, is administratively taxing and unnecessary.
You are aware that the pandemic has significantly increased the complexity and volume of
challenges on school boards and their dedicated administration staff with regards to reporting.
However, the necessary additional funding to support these administrative responsibilities has
not been taken into account. All provincial and federal funding allocations to school boards
related to COVID-19 neglected to include a component for the significant administrative costs
associated with the implementation and reporting related to that funding. We wish to recognize
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the important leadership and tireless work of Catholic school boards administrative staff
throughout these challenging and complex times.
OCSTA Recommendations:

 That the Ministry of Education provide increased flexibility and autonomy
streamline and reduce the complexity and reporting requirements of the Transfer
Payment Agreement structure;


That the Ministry of Education examine a centralized “gatekeeper” function to
filter and coordinate the numerous data requests made to boards. This “gatekeeper”
role has been adopted successfully within boards to manage and prioritize
information requests;



That the Ministry of Education reduce the number of enveloping requirements
within the funding model;



That the Ministry of Education remove the legal expenditures from the Board
Administration category. The Uniform Code of Accounts requires all legal expenses
to be mapped to Board Administration and Governance despite no identifiable
source of funding within the grant model.

Capital: Reducing Time to Completion for Capital Projects
OCSTA has advised the government, through its Finance Briefs over the past several years, on
the urgent need to reduce the administrative requirements for capital projects. Current ministry
approvals related to pre-design phases of a capital project cause unnecessary delays and
complications for moving projects forward. The provision of increased flexibility/autonomy and
reduced red tape with regard to capital funding would lessen the administrative burden and fast
track completion of much needed projects.
The Capital Approvals process for building new schools in Ontario face significant delays due to
the following factors:
Ministry of Education Requirements
The Ministry of Education requires school boards to submit detailed business plans on a projectby-project basis. The timelines for the review and approval of the board’s business plans often
takes several months or more. This leads to increases in construction costs from the original
business plan estimates. In addition, the business case cost allocation requirements set by the
Ministry are overly detailed and typically underestimate the costs of construction for boards.
Specifically, with respect to Approval to Proceed requirements, the primary delay is the funding
shortfalls inherent in the capital cost benchmarks, coupled with the long delays in obtaining site
plan approval and costly requests for infrastructure improvements during the site planning
process. This necessitates lengthy discussions with the Ministry to receive and approve
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additional funding, as projects when tendered are often far in excess of the approved funding
amounts.
In addition, for northern and remote/rural boards, the costs associated with school construction
and renewal are generally substantially higher than larger urban boards. The current cost
benchmarks do not adequately reflect the capital costs facing northern remote/rural boards which
leads boards to delay construction on projects or use board reserves to make up for the shortfalls
in funding.
The Ministry’s “space template” requirements that dictate the size of classrooms, gyms etc. and
funding allocations are largely based on these requirements. However, the space requirements
often underestimate the costs associated with new school construction forcing boards to make
planning adjustments or shoulder the extra costs from existing capital resources. They as well
limit flexibility and creativity in capital project decisions.
Municipal Approval Processes
The site planning and approvals process at the municipal government level are long and often
impose irrelevant requirements on the new school capital projects. Data from large boards reveal
long site plan approvals of 18-36 months with multiple revisions to the original school site plans.
In addition, in larger municipalities, departments do not coordinate responses internally, leading
to contradictory requirements for boards.
In addition, a number of boards have to manage multiple municipalities for approval, often with
conflicting site requirements. For example, the municipality may add expensive building
requirements onto the school board’s original design such as green roofs, specialized fencing, the
use of certain materials for landscaping, and parking lots design. These all delay the process for
site and building approvals and drive-up costs.
OCSTA Recommendations:
Ministry of Education Requirements


Increase the funding allowance for Capital Priorities Projects to reflect real, current
construction costs at the time that the project is ready to go to tender for
construction. This requires as well increasing the Capital Cost Benchmarks to
reflect current construction costs;



Increase the Capital Cost Benchmarks for northern, remote and rural boards to
reflect their higher capital and renewal construction costs;



Eliminate or expedite the Space Template and Approval to Proceed review and
approval processes, while ensuring funding allocations are sufficient;
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Establish regular, predictable announcements/cycles for Capital Priorities Program
(currently, intervals between cycles are inconsistent, making it more challenging for
school boards to plan);



Consider a two-stage funding approval process with two-to-three-year timelines:





Stage 1: provide seed funding to allow school board to hire an architect to plan
and design the school, using Ministry’s area benchmarks/space template
guidelines, and cost consultant to provide a detailed projected costing of the
school; after completion, submit to Ministry for review;



Stage 2: based on updated space and costing information, the Ministry would
approve the balance of the project funding to the school board to align with a
more accurate, current project costs.

Provide increased local autonomy and flexibility for boards in the capital planning
process.

Municipal Government


The Ministry of Education, along with OCSTA and other trustee associations, work
with Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing to expedite municipal planning/site
plan approvals;



Consider amending the Planning Act and related regulations to provide school
boards with exemptions similar to those for universities, colleges, and not-for-profit
corporations;



In the case of school boards that reside within multiple municipal jurisdictions,
establish a process for a single set of site requirements that do not impose additional
costs on boards;



Prohibit municipalities from charging Park Land Dedication Fees to school boards.

Capital: Joint Use of Schools
Although a Joint-Use school many provide for some efficiencies, there are a number of obstacles
or challenges that exist in coordinating the efforts. First, when seeking a location, schools must
agree on accommodation needs which can mean hundreds or thousands of pupil places for joint
schools. When locating in large urban centres, for example, there is often limited land area in
infill developments to accommodate open space/functionality for multiple schools. In addition,
the timelines associated with funding supply and approvals can also be challenging between
boards whose funding sources vary.
There are also issues related to the operation of Joint-Use facilities. Increased student population,
traffic and use result in accelerated wear and tear on the facility, higher renewal and maintenance
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costs over a smaller than usual timeframe. Additionally, differing interpretations of and lack of
clarity around roles and responsibilities of school staff and boards coupled with different union
groups may exacerbate typically minor issues. Managing shared costs and responsibilities of
school operations such as maintenance and custodial services can become contentious issues if
agreements are not consistently administered.
For school staff managing use of shared space – play space, library, gym – to ensure equal
opportunity of use by both boards can be sometimes challenging given varied schedules and
extra-curricular activities. As well, expansion space is typically limited, which constrains the
opportunities to address changing enrolment/accommodation needs of both parties.

Joint-Use Arrangements
The successful joint-use arrangements typically share a vision for school design from the outset,
with agreements drafted to cover areas such as shared use, operation and maintenance, etc. These
sorts of agreements are important to aligning goals, the distinct mission and objectives of both
boards. It is also important to have funding allocations equalized between the boards and
confirmed prior to the approvals phase of a joint project and to have joint accounts developed to
manage some of the regulatory and governance barriers that may be present.
The central element that assists with joint-use school arrangements is a comprehensive “shared
facility use agreement” that includes a management committee that meets on a very frequent
basis to discuss issues and includes both school principals and central administrative staff. Many
of the issues happen at the local level (i.e., use of shared playground fields, ride drop-off issues),
and can be solved if the management committee is meeting regularly. Proper delineation of
physical space as well as fair and equitable distribution of amenities avoids confusion and
disruption to school operations. Streamlining routine site maintenance activities and finding
economies of scale for such activities as snow and ice control and lawn mowing not only aid in
smooth operation but also provide opportunity for cost efficiencies.
OCSTA Recommendations:


That the Ministry of Education create and provide an overview of operating best
practices including examples from other school boards and data-base of projects,
with details, costs, operating agreements, floor plans, etc.;



That the Ministry of Education ensure funding allocations for each board within a
proposed joint-use arrangement are consistent and confirmed prior to the approvals
phase of a joint project;



The joint-use arrangement should be legally structured to elaborate the operational
terms and conditions for joint-use and include mechanisms to formally review the
contract periodically. In addition, the contract should have a mediation agreements
build and dissolution terms build into the contract;



That joint-use capital school arrangements remain at the discretion of partnering
school boards and/or municipalities.
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School Board Flexibility and Autonomy
Catholic district school boards in Ontario face increased budget pressures in the delivery of
faith formation, educational programs and services. Over the past number of years, successive
governments have introduced regulations/legislation that have increased centralization and
significantly reduced school board flexibility/autonomy. This loss in local autonomy and
flexibility is of particular concern to Catholic school boards. We could cite numerous examples
where previous Ministry of Education actions have reduced the flexibility Catholic school
boards require to realize their distinct mission. Class size regulations, aspects of the SBCBA
and revisions to the Pupil Accommodation Review Guideline are but some examples. These
and other examples have not only reduced flexibility but as well served to mitigate creativity
and efficiencies.
The Ministry has as well placed increased restrictions on how school boards spend their capital
and operating funds. For example, the increased number of areas in the GSN that are
“enveloped” reduces school boards’ budget flexibility along with more targeted Program
Priorities Funding (PPF). These restrictions on school boards have reduced their capacity to
plan for, fund and operate specific education programs that serve the unique needs of their local
constituents.
The necessity of sufficient flexibility and autonomy within the Education Funding Model with
regard to the realization of the mission of Catholic school boards cannot be overstated.
OCSTA Recommendations:


That the Ministry of Education review and eliminate regulations/policies that restrict
school board autonomy and flexibility:
1. In overall school board planning/program design and the implementation of
Ministry policy directives;
2. Reduce restrictions (enveloping) on operating funds that decrease school board
flexibility.

Executive Compensation
OCSTA very much appreciates and values the faith-filled service Senior Administrative Leaders
provide to Ontario’s 29 Catholic district school boards. We have and continue to advocate for
adequacy, fairness and equity in compensation for all staff working in Catholic school boards
including the dedicated system leaders.
Trustee Associations and other education stakeholders met a number of years ago with the
previous government (Ministry of Education) to create a framework that would lead to a fair,
stable and transparent Executive Compensation program over a 3-year phase-in period.
However, the implementation of the program did not rollout in a fair, equitable or consistent
manner. For example,
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Some board plans were approved by the then Ministry of Education which did not follow
the regulatory requirements;
Some boards that had not requested a change in the specific levels of compensation were
informed by the Ministry of Education that they needed to resubmit plans thereby
increasing their compensation levels;
Some boards were allowed to move up 2 levels within their salary grids outside the
approved regulatory requirements.

Compensation compression with the current salary freeze makes it less attractive to seek
positions of responsibility within the publicly-funded education system (e.g., Principal to
Superintendent/Superintendent to Director). This compensation compression also negatively
impacts attracting and retaining senior staff. The reality of compensation compression has been
worsened with salary adjustments provided to all other employee groups in recent years.
OCSTA Recommendations:


That the Ministry of Education implement a one-time salary correction on behalf of
those boards who do not meet the bottom threshold of salary at the level their board
is designated within the current regulatory structure. This would allow
Superintendents and Directors of Education, and other Executives included in the
Framework, to be paid at the minimum of their board level;



That the Provincial Government immediately rescind the regulation freezing
Executive Compensation;



That the Ministry of Education review and make compensation adjustments for
Senior System Executives and Administrative Leaders consistent with those
provided to other union and non-union school board staff.
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Summary of Recommendations
Financial Impacts on Boards Related to COVID-19


The Ministry of Education commit to a multi-year funding strategy for learning recovery,
faith formation and student mental health programs and services.

Mental Health Supports


That the Ministry of Education commit to a long-term funding approach to supporting
student and staff mental health services;



That the Ministry of Education coordinate with other ministries to conduct a
comprehensive review of staffing shortages;



That the Ministry of Education lead an intra-governmental team to better coordinate
services that involve health, community and social service agencies;

● That the Ministry of Education’s investments in School Mental Health Ontario should
continue. The resources produced by this agency are reaching the classroom level and
having an impact on well-being across all grades and subject areas;
● That the Ministry of Education fund Christian Meditation and other distinctly Catholic
programs in support of student well-being;
● That the Ministry of Education conduct a review of PPM 164 Requirements for Remote
Learning to address mental health and equity issues;
● That the Ministry of Education’s investments in The Kids Helpline should continue as a
key after-hours means of support for youth in crisis;
● That the Ministry of Education’s funding for psychoeducational assessments over the
summer should continue. These funds allowed for a targeted approach to address
backlogs of waiting lists in identified schools from low-income neighbourhoods;
● That the Ministry of Education continue to fund the mental health lead in each school
Board.

Efficiencies and Reducing Administrative Burden
Efficiencies at Catholic School Boards

 That the Ministry of Education provide increased flexibility and autonomy streamline and
reduce the complexity and reporting requirements of the Transfer Payment Agreement
structure;
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That the Ministry of Education examine a centralized “gatekeeper” function to filter and
coordinate the numerous data requests made to boards. This “gatekeeper” role has been
adopted successfully within boards to manage and prioritize information requests;



That the Ministry of Education reduce the number of enveloping requirements within the
funding model;



That the Ministry of Education remove the legal expenditures from the Board
Administration category. The Uniform Code of Accounts requires all legal expenses to be
mapped to Board Administration and Governance despite no identifiable source of
funding within the grant model.

Capital: Reducing Time to Completion for Capital Projects
Ministry of Education Requirements


Increase the funding allowance for Capital Priorities Projects to reflect real, current
construction costs at the time that the project is ready to go to tender for construction.
This requires as well increasing the Capital Cost Benchmarks to reflect current
construction costs;



Increase the Capital Cost Benchmarks for northern, remote and rural boards to reflect
their higher capital and renewal construction costs;



Eliminate or expedite the Space Template and Approval to Proceed review and approval
processes, while ensuring funding allocations are sufficient;



Establish regular, predictable announcements/cycles for Capital Priorities Program
(currently, intervals between cycles are inconsistent, making it more challenging for
school boards to plan);



Consider a two-stage funding approval process with two-to-three-year timelines:





Stage 1: provide seed funding to allow school boards to hire an architect to plan and
design the school, using Ministry’s area benchmarks/space template guidelines, and
cost consultant to provide a detailed projected costing of the school; after completion,
submit to Ministry for review;



Stage 2: based on updated space and costing information, the Ministry would approve
the balance of the project funding to the school board to align with more accurate,
current project costs.

Provide increased local autonomy and flexibility for boards in the capital planning
process;
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Municipal Government


That the Ministry of Education, along with OCSTA and other trustee associations, work
with Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing to expedite municipal planning/site plan
approvals;



Consider amending the Planning Act and related regulations to provide school boards
with exemptions similar to those for universities, colleges, and not-for-profit
corporations;



In the case of school boards that reside within multiple municipal jurisdictions, establish
a process for a single set of site requirements that do not impose additional costs on
boards;



Prohibit municipalities from charging Park Land Dedication Fees to school boards.

Capital: Joint-Use of Schools


That the Ministry of Education create and provide an overview of operating best practices
including examples from other school boards and data-base of projects, with details,
costs, operating agreements, floor plans, etc.;



That the Ministry of Education ensure funding allocations for each board within a
proposed joint-use arrangement are consistent and confirmed prior to the approvals phase
of a joint project;



The joint use arrangement should be legally structured to elaborate the operational terms
and conditions for joint-use and include mechanisms to formally review the contract
periodically. In addition, the contract should have a mediation agreements build and
dissolution terms build into the contract;



That joint-use capital school arrangements remain at the discretion of partnering school
boards and/or municipalities.

School Board Flexibility and Autonomy


That the Ministry of Education review and eliminate regulations/policies that restrict
school board autonomy and flexibility:

1. In overall school board planning/program design and the implementation of Ministry
policy directives;
2. Reduce restrictions (enveloping) on operating funds that decrease school board
flexibility.
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Executive Compensation


That the Ministry of Education implement a one-time salary correction on behalf of those
boards who do not meet the bottom threshold of salary at the level their board is
designated within the current regulatory structure. This would allow Superintendents and
Directors of Education, and other Executives included in the Framework, to be paid at the
minimum of their board level;



That the Provincial Government immediately rescind the regulation freezing Executive
Compensation;



That the Ministry of Education review and make compensation adjustments for Senior
System Executives and Administrative Leaders consistent with those provided to other
union and non-union school board staff.
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